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Heart of the Streets - Chenae Glaze 2013-10-07
Corinne is running from the pain of her past but she can't seem to run
fast enough. Jabari thought he had it all but even with everything,
something is still missing. Follow Corinne and Jabari through the streets
of Atlanta as she offers him a loyalty he's never had and he showers her
in a love she never knew existed!
My Pet Zombie - Sherry Snider 2015-05-26
BONUS - Free PDF Companion Coloring BookWhat's a zombie? (...from
the squeaky young voice to your side) Sweet! The kids want to know
about zombies! I love zombies, and now I get to share that love with the
kids! Oh... wait... How do I explain zombies to young children without
giving them nightmares?My Pet Zombie: The Funny, Fearless, Zombie
Children's Book for Ages 5-7 is the answer. My Pet Zombie is a vividly
colored, illustrated storybook for gently introducing young children to
the concept of zombies without scaring them to death. The My Pet
Zombie books (books, ebooks, and coloring books) are light-hearted
children's books with a tiny bit of offbeat dark humor...but nothing that
would give the little ones nightmares. ...perfect for Zombie/Horror fan
adults to share with children. Enjoy the ebook and coloring book right
away - My Pet Zombie - Zombies for Kids - Without the Nightmares
Choose This Day - T. B. Henderson 2017-03-13
As Ruben Wells kneels with a gun pointed at his head all he can do is
reflect on the life he spoiled. What has led him here? Was it his
willingness to always try to do the right thing that has him staring at the
barrel of a gun? Or was that he was too much of a people pleaser having
a hard time saying no that has led to him begging for his life? Every
thing begins and ends with a choice. The moment a choice is made it only
takes a second for a life to change. Ruben made a choice to initiate a
relationship with the alluring Bianca Jones. She makes heads turn and
every man's dream. She is beautiful as a gazelle, but as dangerous as a
lioness, as she's unavailable due to being unhappily married with
children. Being married doesn't keep her from wanting to pursue Ruben
as well as being pursued by him. Getting involved with Bianca changes
Ruben's life in ways he never could have imagined. Choices are a gift
constantly given to everyone. The choices made lead to different paths.
We all have to choose this day what we're going to do with our own lives
not knowing what the end result will be. What kind of impact will
Ruben's choices have on his life?
Breaking Normal - Daniel Eisenman 2017-05-30
Over the past decade of creating epic personal development retreats,
Daniel Eisenman has traveled around the world experiencing beautiful,
exotic settings and amazing people. His one big observation is that so
many people keep the lid on their growth and opportunities to thrive.
This is a self-imposed limitation ... nobody tells us to do this! Daniel
blows the lid off and gives you a retreat experience in a book. What's
inside Breaking Normal: ReWild Your Inner Child and Set the Truth
Free?*You'll get to feel what it means to be raw and vulnerable, excited
and glowing with a sacred knowledge about your future. *You'll learn to
communicate with others in a way that cuts through the limitations we
used to let entangle us. *You'll have tools and insight for building your
own tribe, be it your family or community or the world at large.
Disguised Blessings - Chara Davis 2016-11-15
Male Nude Photography- Keith Leeland - Nick Baer 2012-08-09
Male Nude Photography book. It's time for Keith Leeland's first nude
photo shoot. Combine behind the scenes preparation, with the dressing
room, patio and shower location scenes. Full frontal male nudity, color.
From Impressionism to Post-Impressionism - Art History Book for
Children | Children's Arts, Music & Photography Books - Baby
Professor 2017-05-15
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Art can come in may styles and the technique to create each one can
vary depending on the artist and the era. In this book, we're going to
study art history from Impressionism to Post-Impressionism. What are
the differences between them? How do you tell one from the other? What
are examples of art produced? Know the answers and more from the
pages of this book.
Harold Rosenberg - Debra Bricker Balken 2021-10-06
"The biography recounts Rosenberg's full story for the first time. Art
critic for The New Yorker from 1962 until 1978, Rosenberg, together
with Clement Greenberg, radically reshaped the interpretation of art in
the post-World-War-II period by promoting and examining abstract
expression. But Rosenberg was also a social and literary critic-writing
about art was just one aspect of his work. Harold Rosenberg: A Critic's
Life weaves together Rosenberg's life and literary production, cast
against the dynamic intellectual and social ferment of his time.
Rosenberg's mid-century linking of the New York School with the art
establishment, together with his observations on the commodification of
the artwork and the evisceration of the "self" in favor of celebrity
(especially in his often-cited essay "The Herd of Independent Minds")
make this book especially topical"-The Anatomy of Perception - A.J. Rose 2015-03-21
In the beginning, there was wreckage. Dane Perry's mother was dead,
and the father who always said he'd amount to nothing blamed him. Dane
swore he'd become something. He would be someone.In the middle,
there was escape. Rebuilding his life from the ashes of his mother's
memory, Dane found success as a respected surgeon, and love in the
form of Craig Dahl, a talented artist who became his everything. But
there was also darkness, lies, and a crumbling foundation just waiting for
the ground to shift.In the end, there was a spectacular fall, illusions
shattered, and for Dane, nothing more to lose. He was broken, damaged,
and left with fierce demons. But from the bottom, the only way left is up.
Dane renewed friendships and salvaged his career. The only thing he
cannot replace is Craig. But Dane has a plan. Brick by brick, his
foundation is rebuilt, and all he needs is for Craig to listen one last
time.In the beginning again, there's hope and tatters of love. Can Dane
repair the damage with Craig? Can he rescue the only thing he amounted
to that ever truly mattered?This book contains vivid descriptions of
symptoms of PTSD and events that can cause anxiety. Reader discretion
advised.
Mediating Peace - Sebastian Kim 2016-01-14
This volume examines the role and contributions of art, music and film in
peace-building and reconciliation, offering a distinctive approach in
various forms of art in peace-building in a wide range of conflict
situations, particularly in religiously plural contexts. As such, it provides
readers with a comprehensive perspective on the subject. The
contributors are composed of prominent scholars and artists who
examine theoretical, professional and practical perspectives and debates,
and address three central research questions, which form the theoretical
basis of this project: namely, ‘In what way have particular forms of art
enhanced peace-building in conflict situations?’, ‘How do artistic forms
become a public demonstration and expression of a particular sociopolitical context?’, and ‘In what way have the arts played the role of
catalyst for peace-building, and, if not, why not?’ This volume
demonstrates that art contributes in conflict and post-conflict situations
in three main ways: transformation at an individual level; peace-building
between communities; and bridging justice and peace for sustainable
reconciliation.
Facts about the Kinkajou - Lisa Strattin 2016-07-01
If you want to learn about the Kinkajou you will enjoy this book.Learn
many interesting facts and see some beautiful photographs as the
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kinkajous are seen in their natural habitat.The gorgeous photographs
will keep your child engaged from beginning to end.Included in the
paperback version are some coloring pages for your child!
Islands, a Coloring Book for Teens and Kids, 30 Hand-Drawn Drawings,
30 Poems and Recipes - Shelley Gilbert 2010-05
"Islands, A Coloring Book for Teens and Kids, 30 Hand-Drawn Drawings,
30 Poems and Recipes" by Shelley Gilbert, Award-winning Author, Artist,
is a unique, super-creative activity and thought provoking book. This
book is No.2 in the "Islands" series. The first is "Islands, A Coloring Book
for Adults, 30 Drawings, 30 Poems" 2001. The third Islands book is for
Adults, Volume 2. Islands books are about being an individual, about
being yourself. The drawings contain a great variety of space sizes to
color-large, medium, small. The abstract drawings will engage a young
person's own imagination because the shapes look like different things to
different people and will evoke personal thoughts and emotions. The
drawings have original poems that interpret them (1st -12th Grades). The
poems's messages will entertain and intrigue young people to think
about life. The poems contain many themes: butterflies, moons,
connection, fruit, saving money, feelings, blizzards, the importance of
thinking, brick walls, artists, Vivaldi, squares, trees, violence, egos.
There are also 4 simple and fun recipes. REVIEWS: ..".refreshing new
idea, novel idea, highly creative, fun. The students think it makes a great
gift for their parents."--Richard Clatworthy, Trade Books Mgr, Leavey Ctr
Bookstore, Georgetown Univ, Wash. DC "We brought "Islands" into our
store because it was a great new idea....We sold out the first week."-Pam
Tirsch, Owner, The Briarcliff Perfume Shoppe, Briarcliff Manor, NY
"Open the pages of 'Islands...' and enter a wonderful, whimsical, mythical
resort. Escape, fun, relaxation and inspiration. Great gift."-Ruth Windsor,
Writer "Extremely satisfied with this book. Well done, beautiful gift.
Imaginative, creative. Loved drawings, poems. Recommend book for
gifts, vacations." -A Reader "Gave my ailing mother this book. She's
enjoying it. My children want grandma's book. Top quality"-A Reader
Turning This Thing Around - Keith Maginn 2012-12-22
Turning This Thing Around is an inspiring memoir of overcoming
personal struggles. This brutally honest, deeply personal account of
redemption takes readers on a moving spiritual journey.Confronted with
a myriad of obstacles–a debilitating arthritic disease, narcolepsy, anxiety
and depression–the author was outwardly happy, but inwardly miserable.
Pushed to the lowest point of his life, Maginn shares how he gradually
turned things around and used his experiences to grow as a
person.Supplemented by heartfelt poetry by the author and with quotes
from Gandhi to Dr. Wayne Dyer to Eckhart Tolle, Turning This Thing
Around has universal themes that speak to nearly everyone, as we all
must face challenges as part of being human. It is a self-help memoir of
sorts: the author discusses not only what he overcame, but also how he
did so–and how others can, too. Unlike many popular memoirs on the
market, this is a story that more people can relate to. Maginn was not
raised in an eccentric family (Jeannette Walls in The Glass Castle,
memoirs by Augusten Burroughs), nor did he travel to Italy, India and
Indonesia, as Elizabeth Gilbert did in Eat, Pray, Love. Rather, Turning
This Thing Around is a story of a normal young man's resiliency when
battling extraordinary circumstances.
Five Meters of Time - 2020-05-10
What happens if the world unexpectedly stands still for a moment? If,
just like that, you are given a bit of time by sheer luck? This is exactly
what happens in one of the biggest and busiest cities of the world, as a
small snail crosses the street and makes traffic stop for half a day. A
book about things that you always wanted to do but never had the time
for. Reviews"charming"-Kirkus Reviews"A proposal to improve the
world"-Westfälische Nachrichten"humorous"-Ehrensenf"interesting not
just in its story or its message, but also in how it delivers that message.
The colors and backgrounds have a rich sense of texture, unlike the
majority of children's books."-ForeWord Clarion Reviews"fabulous"Spiegel Online"A creative bedtime story, which is also suitable for
stressed adults. [...] In the bustle of the city, the animals seize the
moment and become aware of how beautiful life can be without stress
and hustle."-Designers in Action"sets out to demonstrate what can
happen when we're true to ourselves, when we seize our day, when we
live in the present, when we actually feel and enjoy the weather, when
we are spontaneous, when we break from routine, when we defy
expectation, and how these rather small acts of joy can inspire others"Amazon.com Customer Review"beautiful"-Geizkragen"The story of a little
snail who triggers big changes."-Münstersche Zeitung
The Beach Fairy - K. Stone 2014-05-02
Tessie, the Tooth Fairy, retires to the Outer Banks beaches of NC to
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follow her dreams to do somethng no fairy has ever done. She soon
becomes enchanted with her new home in this coastal paradise as well as
with an adorable girl named Georgia as she watches her playing on the
beach. Tessie holds fast to her dream by using her magical fairy dust to
transform herself into the first beach fairy ever. Later, she sprinkles fairy
dust on Georgia and her grand mom too so she can manipulate their
thoughts and make beach fairy visits a reality for Georgia and all
children on beach vacations.
But I'm Not Depressed - Lia Rees 2017-03-28
Brain injury plunged Lia into a world of distortion and chaos, where her
own thoughts and senses could no longer be trusted. Searching for
medical help, she found doubt and manipulation instead. But I'm Not
Depressed is a bleak but ultimately hopeful tale, and a slap in the face to
the culture of psychobabble.
Terrene - Eric Liu 2011
Within every person lies the power to change one world. Within Flora lies
the hope for two.In the isolated rural valley of Terrene, where technology
is grown, not manufactured, Flora Karachi paints her anguish with
flowers and yearns to travel outside the mountain walls that guard her
village. But in a society which values harmony and symmetry above all
else, her dangerous curiosity and her indelicate scars, earned from a
lifetime of inexplicable blackouts, make her an outcast with few
prospects for adventure. Then the dreams come. Lucid and
overpowering, they throw Flora into a fascinatingly advanced world
where she lives the life of Jane Ingram, an American scientist fighting
global climate change while trying to raise a child in a society where
interpersonal interaction is becoming obsolete. Flora "s blackouts open a
window into knowledge lost long ago and possibilities that are yet to
come. To unravel these mysteries, she must travel to the enigmatic
Institute, an ancient enclave hidden in the surrounding mountains, where
scholars guard the secrets of Terrene.Living two lives, Flora will fight to
become an Institute scholar in her own world while struggling to save
the planet from humanity's neglect in Jane's. Yet all of Flora's courage
combined with all of Jane's experience may not be enough to defeat the
powerful forces protecting the secret which ties their two worlds
together. To find salvation for both worlds, Jane and Flora must sacrifice
their own dreams, conquer their fears, and discover hope for a new
beginning.Hailed as a clever blend between science fiction and fantasy,
Terrene explores the challenges of accelerating technology and global
climate change through the stories of two remarkable women in two
worlds that are not as distant as they seem.
The Giving Tree - Shel Silverstein 2014-02-18
As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available for the
first time ever in ebook format. This digital edition allows young readers
and lifelong fans to continue the legacy and love of a classic that will now
reach an even wider audience. "Once there was a tree...and she loved a
little boy." So begins a story of unforgettable perception, beautifully
written and illustrated by the gifted and versatile Shel Silverstein. This
moving parable for all ages offers a touching interpretation of the gift of
giving and a serene acceptance of another's capacity to love in return.
Every day the boy would come to the tree to eat her apples, swing from
her branches, or slide down her trunk...and the tree was happy. But as
the boy grew older he began to want more from the tree, and the tree
gave and gave and gave. This is a tender story, touched with sadness,
aglow with consolation. Shel Silverstein's incomparable career as a
bestselling children's book author and illustrator began with Lafcadio,
the Lion Who Shot Back. He is also the creator of picture books including
A Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants a Cheap Rhinoceros?, The Missing
Piece, The Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and the perennial favorite The
Giving Tree, and of classic poetry collections such as Where the Sidewalk
Ends, A Light in the Attic, Falling Up, Every Thing On It, Don't Bump the
Glump!, and Runny Babbit. And don't miss the other Shel Silverstein
ebooks, Where the Sidewalk Ends and A Light in the Attic!
Little Bunny's Own Storybook - Margaret Welwood 2017-01
"This picture book for children between the ages of three and eight tells
the story of a little rabbit who takes matters into his own hands when he
finds the library closed for inventory. The story explores the importance
of literacy, libraries and solving one's own problems."-The Art of Being Naked - Shane R. Avila 2015-07-15
The Art of Being Naked (about) Remember that naughty excitement that
comes with an adrenaline rush? The exciting thought of being caught in a
sexual act, but fearing to be caught? Maybe a public adventure or a night
out in the car's back seat under the stars at night. We all take these risky
adventures to remind ourselves that we are alive. The risk can be
rewarding by The thrill- the thrill of the wild side to spice things up! The
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thrill of the unknown to come. Unknowing if you will be noticed. The
sheer pleasure of being naughty, daring, and brave. You- being a leader,
and doing an adventure with your partner can make for a night of
forbidding and fulfilling enjoyment that can spark a wild fire of
excitement and rush. In this picture book for adults, you will enjoy
original nude art, two true, funny stories of sexual adventures gone
wrong, and the inspiration to find that naughtiness inside yourself. This
book approaches the excitement of sexual adventures that most people
are too petrified to talk about with their partner.
The Private Lives of Pictures - Nicholas Tromans 2022-09-26
A novel art history of England told through the artworks on display in
domestic space over hundreds of years. The Private Lives of Pictures
offers a new history of British art, seen from the perspective of the home.
Focusing on the nineteenth and early-twentieth-century, the book takes
the reader on a tour of an imaginary Victorian or Edwardian house,
stopping in each room to look at the pictures on the walls. Nicholas
Tromans opens up the intimate history of art in everyday life as he
examines a diverse array of issues, including how pictures were chosen
for each room, how they were displayed, and what role they played in
interior design. Superbly illustrated, The Private Lives of Pictures will
appeal to readers interested in both art and social history, as well as the
history of interiors.
Baby Keepsake Book - Debbie Miller 2015-05-05
Baby Memory Book For Creating Your Own Baby Scrapbook Keep the
memories of your baby's first year of life in this charming baby
scrapbook. The arrival of your new baby is a great time to start
scrapbooking. This baby book allows you to create a priceless and
irreplaceable personalized baby keepsake that you can treasure for
years. This sweet memory baby book has plenty of room for the
milestones of your favorite memories of your newborn baby. Blank Fill-in
Journal Type of Pages Make your own baby scrapbook to capture your
baby's first years. This blank journal has plenty of space for photos and
memories. This baby journal is perfect for photos, notes or poems.
Compact enough to tuck away in a diaper bag or book bag. You can take
it with you anywhere. Use this blank baby journal to create a story book
full of photos and other memorable things about your baby. Add Photos
and Write in Memories A baby book for to keep your treasured memories
and preserve the special moments of your baby. Tape in a photo and then
write the things your baby was doing in the photo on the lines below your
baby's picture. Remember the happy times, funny things and just about
anything your baby did that made you smile. Treasure your memories for
a lifetime in your baby journal. A Baby Keepsake Journal This journal will
allow you to tape or paste in photo's, pictures, or paper clippings of dates
and special events you wish to cherish of your children. A baby book
journal is a wonderful way to record all of the most special, loving and
funny moments you share with your baby during the first weeks and
months. Use This Baby Book For 1. Baby Scrapbook 2. Baby Photo
Journal 3. Baby Diary 4. Baby Memory Book 5. Baby Keepsake Book 6.
Mom Journal What's Inside: This baby scrapbook has different sections.
The first part allows you to write a memory and tape or paste in a photo
for: Baby's First Photo Baby's First Week Home Special Baby Moments
Baby's First Bath The second section you can tape or paste in photos for
your baby's first four weeks of life. The third section you can tape or
paste in photos for each month up to twelve months old. Plus there are
pages at the back of this baby book to collect well-wishes and
autographs! Makes a great gift for new moms or a baby shower gift!
Create lasting memories before they are gone forever and impossible to
reproduce! Pictures are worth a thousand words, they help us remember
the little moments that bring us such joy in an instant. Preserving the
memories of your newborn baby can bring you comfort and amusement
for many years. Order Today for that special mom to be who is expecting
a new baby!
Son of Sedonia - Ben Chaney 2012-12
Imagine growing up in the largest slum on the planet in the year
2080AD. Twenty million people are your neighbors, huddled together in
an ocean of rusted dwellings made from whatever Sedonia City, the
towering metropolis in the distance, decides to throw away. Gang
members, known as the T99s, are the heads of your community:
smuggling tech, trafficking drugs, and fighting a constant guerilla war
against the City's bio-augmented EXO police force. There is little hope
for survival. None for escape to a better life beyond the half-mile high
Border between city and slum. This is Matteo's world. A bright kid, but
sick and weak since childhood, he is painfully dependent on Jogun: loving
older brother, and hardened soldier for the T99s. When a luxury
transport from Sedonia's aerial traffic crash-lands in Rasalla, it threatens
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to change Matteo and Jogun's fate forever. And all fates are connected.
The Dwellers of Rasalla, bound by family in the scrap, ashes, and dirt.
The Citizens of Sedonia, oblivious to danger in the buzzing twilight of the
Neuro-Social Revolution. The EXOs, placing themselves in harm's way to
perform their duty to protect their homes and fellow officers. And the
Ruling Elite, whose long-buried secrets and desperate plans could spell
the end of civilization...or a new beginning. Son of Sedonia is an actionfilled science fiction epic with a soul and a clear message. Its characters
live, breathe, suffer, and love in their different worlds, each brought to
the brink as the Third-World collides with the First. Their future could
well be ours.
Free Roll - Brandt Tobler 2017-05-22
Have you ever wondered: What it's like to daily bet hundreds of
thousands of dollars working for some of the largest professional
gamblers in Las Vegas? ... How to spend a summer house sitting one of
the biggest stars in the world's 11,000 square-foot mansion - without an
invitation from it's celebrity owner ... Whether the life of crime specifically, running a shoplifting ring in a middle American mall - pays?
... What causes a son to finally say enough is enough ... and decide
"Today is the day I am going to kill my dad." Comedian Brandt Tobler has
the answers in this funny, touching and sometimes downright
unbelievable memoir of a small town Wyoming-kid turned "mall-fia" don,
turned nationally touring comic. Brand tells his life story with candor,
detailing the many pit stops, wrong turns, crazy connections and lucky
breaks he experienced along the way to his comedy career, all while
trying to balance a toxic relationship with his unreliable jailbird dad. In
these pages Brandt will make you laugh (he better - it's his job!) and
believe as he does that, when it comes to defining family, blood isn't
always thicker than water. -- back cover.
Born to Fly - Robyn Walker 2013-05-26
'Born to Fly' is a poignant and heart warming story based on true-life
adventures of captive birds being safely released back into
nature...blended with a fictional story about a Rainbow Lorikeet named
Cherub. It is predominantly a book for all ages, for storytelling and
learning is universal. 'Born to Fly' is also a metaphor for us all – to free
ourselves to live happy, fulfilling and creative lives...and as we do this we
automatically assist others to do the same. It is this inherent wisdom that
Cherub and her friends are lovingly and patiently teaching us.As
caretakers and guardians of the natural world, our role is to observe and
delight in the many wondrous miracles and beauty of nature. It is also to
teach each and every one of our children this precious gift, so we can all
truly fly free.
A Complicated Legacy - Robert H. Stucky 2014-05-23
If movies and books like Belle, Twelve Years a Slave, The Butler, The
Help, A Time to Kill, and Amistad have moved you, you'll love A
Complicated Legacy, a novel by Baltimore writer Robert H. Stucky based
on the true story of Elijah Willis, a white South Carolina planter, and
Amy- the love of his life, the mother of his children, and his slave. Taking
place in the decade leading up to the Civil War, it is written with a
cinematic eye for atmosphere and setting, a linguist's ear for dialogue,
and a historian's grasp of the powerful social forces and momentous
events of the time. It is a riveting tale of personal transformation in
facing the tide of sweeping social change. Elijah Willis fought family
opposition, public opinion, and the law to free his family of choice and
leave them his entire inheritance. In so doing, his and Amy's story
becomes a microcosm of the human struggles that made the Civil War
and the Abolition of Slavery both necessary and inevitable. Set in rural
South Carolina, Baltimore, and Cincinnati, this vivid saga weaves history
and humanity in a compelling testimony to the power of relationships to
shape our destinies, even a century and a half later.
Daddy's Briefcase - Ashley Murphy 2010-12
Salem VI - Jack Heath 2012-09
SALEM, MASS. - Newspaper editor John Andrews thought he’d lost
everything when his wife was killed, but when timeless bloodlines
reemerge Andrews realizes that a tragic accident may actually have been
murder, and even worse, might be part of a battle between good and evil
that has gone on hundreds of years.
The Art of Acknowledgement - Margo Majdi 2016-03-02
Elevate Your Spirit and Soar! The greatest gift we can give or receive is
recognition by others. We all want to feel happy, but in order to
experience happiness at the deepest level, we need to feel
acknowledged. It is, indeed, an art that transforms internal beliefs and
feeds the soul with love and acceptance. In The Art of acknowledgement,
author Margo Majdi reveals the power and process of acknowledgments
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in all aspects of our lives. This life-changing book will change your
relationship with others and yourself, as well as the way you
communicate with the people and world around you, as you learn to:
Communicate with yourself and others on a deeper level Discover the
profound difference between acknowledging and thanking others Unveil
the abundance of nature, history and animals Experience the
enlightenment of different ceremonies, traditions and cultures Use
sacred words to create a life with meaning, gratitude and elation
Lacy Sunshine's Enchanted Seas Coloring Book Volume 8 - Heather
Valentin 2016-04-30
Color your course on the high seas and set sail with whimsical pirates.
Explore enchanted oceans in search of mermaids, sea life and sunken
treasures. This Lacy Sunshine Adult Coloring Book is perfect for colored
pencils, crayons and markers. This is artist Heather Valentin's 8th
Coloring Book. Also the cover not only features Heather's Daisy
Mermaid, but features ones of her original acrylic paintings. This
painting was commissioned to celebrate the Year Of The Reef, raising
global reef and sea life awareness.
Healing the Vestigial Heart - K. Martindale 2016-06-22
An emotional story about a man coming to terms with his past, pressing
forward with life, and learning to love again. Four years after the death
of his boyfriend, Alex has become an empty shell of his old self. Numb
and indifferent, he has allowed his life to spin out of control. But, when
an old, familiar face begins at Alex's workplace, he is suddenly
confronted by his traumatic past and withdraws from life entirely,
attempting to block out the horrors he has so long tried to forget-then,
he meets Kit, and life is never the same again. A random night, a random
bar-that's how it began. But when Alex drunkenly confesses everything
he's bottled up for years to the stranger, his life changes. Kit helps him
get back on his feet, embrace and accept his past, forgive himself, and
take charge of his life once more. As Alex reclaims his life, he begins to
feel something that he hasn't felt in years-happiness. Reader Advisory:
This Erotic Gay Romance contains adult themes.
The Chaos of Longing - K.Y. Robinson 2017-09-26
Organized in four sections – Inception, Longing, Chaos, and Epiphany –
K.Y. Robinson's debut poetry collection explores what it is to want in
spite of trauma, shame, injustice, and mental illness. It is one survivor's
powerful testimony, and a love letter "to those who lie awake burning."
Finding Me - Viola Davis 2022-04-26
OPRAH’S BOOK CLUB PICK • A HARPERS BAZAAR BEST BOOK OF
2022 • A PARADE MOST ANTICIPATED BOOK • A MARIE CLAIRE
MOST ANTICIPATED BOOK “It’s clear from the first page that Davis is
going to serve a more intimate, unpolished account than is typical of the
average (often ghost-written) celebrity memoir; Finding Me reads like
Davis is sitting you down for a one-on-one conversation about her life,
warts and all.”—USA Today “[A] fulfilling narrative of struggle and
success….Her gorgeous storytelling will inspire anyone wishing to shed
old labels.”—Los Angeles Times In my book, you will meet a little girl
named Viola who ran from her past until she made a life-changing
decision to stop running forever. This is my story, from a crumbling
apartment in Central Falls, Rhode Island, to the stage in New York City,
and beyond. This is the path I took to finding my purpose but also my
voice in a world that didn’t always see me. As I wrote Finding Me, my
eyes were open to the truth of how our stories are often not given close
examination. We are forced to reinvent them to fit into a crazy,
competitive, judgmental world. So I wrote this for anyone running
through life untethered, desperate and clawing their way through murky
memories, trying to get to some form of self-love. For anyone who needs
reminding that a life worth living can only be born from radical honesty
and the courage to shed facades and be . . . you. Finding Me is a deep
reflection, a promise, and a love letter of sorts to self. My hope is that my
story will inspire you to light up your own life with creative expression
and rediscover who you were before the world put a label on you.
Park Avenue Prince - Louise Bay 2017
THE PRINCE OF PARK AVENUE FINALLY MEETS HIS MATCH IN A
FEISTY MANHATTAN PRINCESS. I've made every one of my billions of
dollars myself--I'm calculating, astute and the best at what I do. It takes
drive and dedication to build what I have. And it leaves no time for love
or girlfriends or relationships. But don't get me wrong, I'm not a monk. I
understand the attention and focus it takes to seduce a beautiful woman.
They're the same skills I use to close business deals. But one night is
where it begins and ends. I'm not the guy who sends flowers. I'm not the
guy who calls the next day. Or so I thought before an impatient, smarttalking, beyond beautiful heiress bursts into my world. When Grace Astor
rolls her eyes at me--I want to hold her against me and show her what
what-do-pictures-want-the-lives-and-loves-of-images-wjt-mitchell

she's been missing. When she makes a joke at my expense--I want to
silence her sassy mouth with my tongue. And when she leaves straight
after we f*ck with barely a goodbye--it makes me want to pin her down
and remind her of the three orgasms she just had. She might be a
princess but I'm going to show her who rules in this Park Avenue
bedroom. A sexy, stand-alone, contemporary romance. What others are
saying about Louise Bay: “A fabulous, smouldering love story” Katy
Evans, NYT bestselling author "Insanely hot passion, and deliciously
naughty and sweet characters. I devoured every page!" -New York Times
Bestselling Author Lisa Renee Jones "Delivers both swoon-worthy and
wickedly seductive moments that will have you desperate for more." New York Times Bestselling Author Lisa Renee Jones “This book is
deliciously HOT. I loved reading it.” Layla Hagen, USA Today bestselling
Author "Off the charts sexual tension and chemistry...I ravished every
page!" -Audrey Carlan, #1 NYT Bestselling Author “A swoony hero with a
British accent and a heroine you will root for. Don’t miss this!” Jana
Aston, NYT Bestselling Author "Hot sex, great banter, a cocky British
boss and one of my favorite heroines to date. This book is a must-read
and one of my favorite romances this year!" LJ Shen, USA Today
Bestselling Author “Everything that a romance junkie could ever want in
a contemporary romance. Once you start, there is not setting this sucker
down. An absolute PAGE-TURNER.” Shayna’s Spicy Reads “Alexander
and Violet stole my heart! Their chemistry rolls of the page. Seeing the
broody and incredibly hot Brit falling for Violet made me swoon. If you
love hot and romantic reads, then The British Knight is a MUST read.”
Layla Hagen, USA Today Bestselling Author “A funny, hot, and expertly
crafted romance that was a joy to read.” Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews
“I loved every page. Red hot scenes, tender moments and the usual roller
coaster of emotions Louise loves to instil in her works, that makes her
books so exhilarating to read. A perfect 5 star read.” Two Girls and Their
Kindle “A hilariously funny and heart wrenching story that will pull at
your heartstrings.” Who Gives a Hoot Reviews “Beautifully written with
the perfect balance of sugar and spice! Five beautiful stars!” Expresso
Reviews “Like a really good rom-com movie except with really hot sex
thrown in.” Kitty Kats Crazy about Books “A brilliant read. Full of angst,
with bites of humor and lots of steam, it also has a real sweetness about
it. Another MUST READ from a really talented storyteller.” Perusing
Princesses “An amazing love story.” She’s a Lip Biter "Friends to lovers
is a favorite trope of mine and this is right up there with the best of
them." Tanja, KT Book Reviews "Just when I think her books can't get
any better, she writes another one and it outshines the previous ones.
This is a sweet and sexy, friends-to-lovers contemporary romance with all
the feels -- heartwarming, breathtaking, and sexy all rolled into one
interesting and intriguing plot." Tracey, Goodreads reviewer "If you love
a good friends to lovers with a side helping of slow burn, this book is for
you. Don't hesitate, grab it with both hands. Noah and Truly will steal
your heart and you will let them gladly." Unbound Book Reviews *****
Topics: adult romance books, alpha, alpha hero, alpha male, American
romance, British romance, beach reads, best romance, best seller series,
books love stories, captivating romance, contemporary, contemporary
adult romance, contemporary crush, friends to lovers, friends to lovers
romance, contemporary romance, contemporary romance books,
contemporary romance fiction, fiction for women, happily ever after,
heart-warming, duke royalty, heartwarming, hot, hot guy, hot romance,
laugh romance, literary fiction, romance box set, romance box sets,
romance boxed set, romance boxed sets, literary romance, literature and
fiction, love, love books, love story, modern romance, money, new adult,
new adult romance, romance, rich, romance, romance and drama books,
romance best seller, romance books, romance contemporary, romance
fiction books, romance free, romance love, romance marriage, romance
novels for women, romance novels free, sassy, sassy heroine, seduction,
seduction romance, sensual, sensual romance, serial, series, sexy book,
sexy novel, hot romance, modern romance, urban romance, wealthy, CEO
romance, office romance, city romance, sensual romance, something hot
to read, sensual romance, edgy romance, sexy romance, something hot to
read, sparks, steamy, steamy romance, steamy romance novel, stories,
story, strong alpha, female, stories, sensual, sensual romance, alpha
male, dominant male, hot guy, racy, strong female lead, strong heroine,
swoon, usa today, usa today bestseller, kindle book, contemporary
romance, new adult, british hero, sexy british hero, american heroine,
sassy american heroine, duke, knight, royal, royalty, royals, wealthy
hero, wealthy heroes, sassy, captivating romance, hot, hot romance,
forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, office romance, fake fiance, enemies to
lovers, billionaire, billionaire romance, holiday, holiday romance,
London, scotland, Manhattan, park avenue, british, earl, knightsbridge,
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mayfair, series, boxset, romance boxset, contemporary romance,
contemporary romance box set, contemporary romance series, royals
series, royals box set, series boxset, bestselling series, royal romance,
duke romance, King, duke, earl, prince, knight, New York, International,
Billionaire, millionaire, geek to gorgeous. Perfect for the fans of Vi
Keeland, Corinne Michaels, Kendall Ryan, Tijan, Piper Rayne, Lexy
Timms, Josie Silver, Robyn Carr, Beth O’leary, Natasha Madison,
Laurelin Paige, Kate Aster, Elle Kennedy, Kennedy Fox, Layla Hagen,
Helen Hardt, Meredith Wild, J.S. Scott, Nana Malone, T.L. Swan, Carrie
Ann Ryan, Julia Quinn, LJ Shen, Layla Hagen, Penelope Ward, Kristen
Proby, Tijan, Ilsa Madden-Mills, Emma Chase, Melanie Harlow, Carly
Phillips, Emily Henry, Christina Lauren, and Lauren Blakely
The Time Travel Journals - Marlene Dotterer 2015-03-23
What Do Pictures Want? - W. J. T. Mitchell 2005-06-15
The author argues that we need to reckon with images not merely as
inert objects that convey meaning but as animated beings with desires,
needs, appetites, and drives of their own. He explores this idea and
highlights his innovative and profoundly influential thinking on picture
theory and the lives and loves of images.
What Do Pictures Want? - W. J. T. Mitchell 2013-12-23
Why do we have such extraordinarily powerful responses toward the
images and pictures we see in everyday life? Why do we behave as if
pictures were alive, possessing the power to influence us, to demand
things from us, to persuade us, seduce us, or even lead us astray?
According to W. J. T. Mitchell, we need to reckon with images not just as
inert objects that convey meaning but as animated beings with desires,
needs, appetites, demands, and drives of their own. What Do Pictures
Want? explores this idea and highlights Mitchell's innovative and
profoundly influential thinking on picture theory and the lives and loves
of images. Ranging across the visual arts, literature, and mass media,
Mitchell applies characteristically brilliant and wry analyses to Byzantine
icons and cyberpunk films, racial stereotypes and public monuments,
ancient idols and modern clones, offensive images and found objects,
American photography and aboriginal painting. Opening new vistas in
iconology and the emergent field of visual culture, he also considers the
importance of Dolly the Sheep—who, as a clone, fulfills the ancient
dream of creating a living image—and the destruction of the World Trade
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Center on 9/11, which, among other things, signifies a new and virulent
form of iconoclasm. What Do Pictures Want? offers an immensely rich
and suggestive account of the interplay between the visible and the
readable. A work by one of our leading theorists of visual representation,
it will be a touchstone for art historians, literary critics, anthropologists,
and philosophers alike. “A treasury of episodes—generally overlooked by
art history and visual studies—that turn on images that ‘walk by
themselves’ and exert their own power over the living.”—Norman
Bryson, Artforum
Trinity of Coaching - DeNeen Attard 2014-10-08
Trinity of Coaching: God, You, and Your Life Coach is a practical guide
for coaches, coaching clients, ministers, and laypeople. Packed with
research-supported techniques, practical advice, and life application
lessons, this book is an excellent tool to help you integrate your Christian
faith and Biblical principles into your coaching sessions and daily
activities.
The World Book Encyclopedia - 2002
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary,
junior high, and senior high school students.
The Ylem - Tatiana Vila 2011-05-05
An ancient book, a seventeen-year-old girl and an exotic boy from a
supernatural world hold the key to freedom for a long-oppressed race,
but that freedom could come at the cost of the human world.Seventeenyear-old Kalista is suffering from a broken heart, so when her playwright
father proposes they move their lives from New York to New Mexico
because he is in need of inspiration Kalista is 100% on-board with him.
New Mexico proves to be the perfect balm for her wounds and she is just
starting to feel some of her old spunk when Tristan Winfield comes into
her life and pulls all of her barriers down. Kalista is captivated by
Tristan's unusual silver eyes and feels an inexplicable connection to him,
which begins to manifest itself in her dreams with bizarre images of a
waterfall and an orb.While searching for an explanation for her troubling
dreams, Kalista discovers an ancient book which holds the secrets of a
supernatural race of creatures. But when Killings hit town, she realizes
her finding has come at a high price. She's in the middle of a power
struggle now, and a secret seems to be wrapped within the pages of that
book. A secret she's part of...
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